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Drafting the Thesis Statement 
 

The Thesis Statement 

The thesis statement of an essay is similar to the topic sentence of a paragraph.  It usually introduces 
the narrowed topic of the essay; it further focuses the narrowed subject because it must clearly  
state, in sentence form, the writer’s main point, opinion, or angle that the rest of the essay will support 
and discuss. 
 

broad topic my most memorable job 

narrowed topic my job at the brewery 

main point so bad it changed my life 
thesis statement That was the most boring and painful job I’ve ever had, but it motivated 

me to change my life. 
 

broad topic handling anger 

narrowed topic my angry adolescence 
main point channeling adolescent anger into art 

thesis statement In a photography workshop for “at-risk” teenagers, I learned that anger 
can be channeled positively into art. 

Narrowing the Topic 

Because essays are longer than paragraphs, essay topics can be a little more general than paragraph 
topics, but not a lot more.  The topic still needs to be narrow enough that you can make your main 
point about it in a manageable number of paragraphs. 
 

broad topic  narrowed for an essay  narrowed for a paragraph 
student stress ⇒ managing work and college ⇒ studying for a test 

television programs ⇒ reality TV ⇒ The Bachelor 
gender differences ⇒ male/female speech patterns ⇒ male/female response to  

an action movie 
 
narrowed topic main point  

Banks that invest irresponsibly      +   should be held accountable 
for their own losses.   

=    thesis statement 

Banks that invest irresponsibly should be held accountable for their own losses. 
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